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1 Executive Summary 
Over the next 10-15 years, it is anticipated that significant qualitative changes to the Internet will be 
driven by the rapid proliferation of mobile and wireless devices, which may be expected to outnumber 
wired PC’s as early as 2010.  Wireless devices on the Internet will include laptop computers, personal 
digital assistants, cell phones (over 2 billion in use as of 2005 and growing!), portable media players, etc. 
along with embedded sensors used to sense and control physical world objects and events.   As mobile 
computing devices and wireless sensors are deployed in large numbers, the Internet will increasingly 
serve as the interface between people moving around and the physical world that surrounds them.  
Emerging capabilities for finding, querying and controlling physical world objects and events via the 
Internet will result in a broad new class of applications tightly integrated with the way people live and 
work.  The potential impact of the future wireless Internet is very significant because the network 
combines the power of computation, search engines and databases in the background with the immediacy 
of information from mobile users and sensors in the foreground. 

The data flows and interactions between mobile users, sensors and their supporting computing 
infrastructure are clearly very different from those of today’s popular Internet applications such as email, 
instant messaging or the world-wide web. Supporting these requirements efficiently in an integrated 
wired-wireless global network will require major changes. Thus, the broad architectural challenge facing 
the wireless and network research communities is that of either evolving or redesigning the Internet 
architecture to efficiently incorporate emerging wireless network elements such as mobile terminals, ad-
hoc routers and embedded sensors and to provide end-to-end service abstractions that facilitate 
application development.  A top-down approach to the problem starts by identifying  a set of canonical 
wireless scenarios that cover a broad range of environments such as cellular data services, WiFi hot-spots, 
Infostations, mobile peer-to-peer, ad-hoc mesh networks for broadband access, vehicular networks, sensor 
networks and pervasive systems.  These wireless application scenarios lead to a diverse set of service 
requirements for the future Internet that need to be analyzed and considered for protocol design and 
implementation.  Some examples of notable requirements identified at the WMPG workshop are: 

1. Naming and addressing flexibility 
2. Mobility support for dynamic migration of end-users and network devices 
3. Location services that provide information on geographic position 
4. Self-organization and discovery for distributed control of network topology 
5. Security and privacy considerations for mobile nodes and open wireless channels 
6. Decentralized management for remote monitoring and control 
7. Cross-layer support for optimization of protocol performance  
8. Sensor network features such as aggregation, content routing and in-network processing 
9. Cognitive radio support for networks with physical layer adaptation 
10. Economic incentives to encourage efficient sharing of resources 

Taken together, the above wireless/mobile/sensor requirements represent a significant new network 
design challenge.  Although steady evolutionary improvements to the Internet Protocol (IP) cannot be 
ruled out, there is a broad consensus among panelists that a “clean-slate” architectural framework for the 
Internet will be required to adequately meet future needs.  Competing strategies for deploying new 
protocol architectures for wireless include top-down transformation of the network using protocol 
overlays built on IP vs. bottom-up replacement of the entire IP network and protocol layers above it.  

The wireless, mobile and sensor network research communities have produced many new results on 
future protocols during the past decade, but much of it in an isolated context.  The next challenge for this 
community is to collaborate with end-to-end Internet protocol, overlay network, distributed systems and 
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domain-specific application communities to find viable architectures and protocols for the next-generation 
Internet with billions of wireless devices.  In addition to foundational theory and design, any such effort 
will require a dramatic change in experimental network research capabilities, not just for wireless edge 
networks but also for large-scale end-to-end system evaluations. Wireless systems involve real-world 
mobility and channel impairments which are difficult to model via simulation, so that there is an 
important need for real-world testbeds and experimental networks for validation, comparison and 
selection of new protocol ideas.   

Existing wireless research testbeds do not support evaluation of large-scale networks in real-world 
settings, nor do they provide for end-to-end experimentation over a wide-area network with 
programmable protocols – this motivates the construction of a new generation of flexible experimental 
wireless networks. Recent work on wireless testbeds and platforms has led to the availability of several 
key technologies for building flexible systems.  These include open API radio modules; cognitive radios 
with software-defined physical layer; MAC-layer virtualization techniques; general purpose platforms for 
sensors, ad hoc nodes and radio routers; measurement techniques; and network emulators and simulators.  
These building blocks now make it possible to implement a new generation of flexible experimental 
wireless networks that can support a variety of protocol concepts and evolve to accommodate rapid 
changes in core radio technology.  Specific recommendations for building experimental wireless networks 
in support of future network protocol and applications research are: 

- Wireless emulation testbeds integrated with wide-area research networks 
- Urban ad hoc mesh network with ~1000 radio nodes in a dense city deployment 
- Suburban wide area network with open access 3G/WiMax and 802.11 hot spots 
- Cognitive radio technology demonstrator with shared spectrum in dense deployment 
- Application specific sensor network deployments   
- Wireless infrastructure for the Internet backbone 

To facilitate end-to-end protocol experimentation, each of the above wireless testbeds needs to be 
connected to a programmable wide-area Internet backbone capable of supporting a range of architectures 
and protocols.  Concepts for a large-scale experimental network with innovative programmability and 
virtualization features as described in a related NSF study entitled “Overcoming Barriers to Disruptive 
Innovation in Networking” [Pet05] are considered appropriate for this purpose. Such flexible wireless 
networking infrastructure connected to a programmable wide-area backbone may be expected to foster 
critical research and experimentation on innovative protocols, middleware and applications for the future 
Internet. 

Overall recommendations of the WMPG panel to NSF are summarized as follows: 

Recommendation 1:  Recognize that wireless will drive a fundamental transformation of the Internet 
during the next 10-15 years, and invest in research aimed at creating the necessary technical foundations. 

Recommendation 2:  Increase research focus on central network architecture questions related to future 
mobile, wireless and sensor scenarios. 

Recommendation 3:  Invest in the development of flexible wireless technologies and platforms necessary 
to implement programmable and evolvable experimental networks. 

Recommendation 4:  Fund development of large-scale experimental wireless networks for validation and 
competitive selection of new architecture and protocol concepts in presence of real users and applications. 
Recommendation 5:  Encourage collaborative research that would result in end-to-end deployment and 
evaluation of future wireless/mobile and sensor networks and applications over the global Internet. 
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2 Introduction 
2.1 Project Background 
In July 2005, the National Science Foundation (NSF) funded a planning project aimed at involving the 
wireless and mobile network research communities in a discussion of novel architectures and disruptive 
technologies for the future Internet. The objective of the planning effort is to solicit service requirements 
and innovative network architecture concepts from wireless, mobile and sensor net researchers at 
universities and industrial/government research labs, and to consolidate this input into a coherent 
vision/agenda for future research and experimental infrastructure needs. 

The NSF planning project is being carried out by a broad cross-section of academic and industrial 
researchers referred to as the NSF Wireless Mobile Planning Group (WMPG). After a period of 
discussion on mailing lists, the WMPG group held its first workshop on Aug 2-3 at Rutgers University, 
New Brunswick, NJ.  This workshop, which had about 25 panelists, also included participants from the 
Internet architecture research community and representatives from NSF.  A second workshop is planned 
for late 2005/early 2006 to finalize recommendations and to harmonize conclusions with other planning 
groups working on the future Internet.   

This interim report is intended to record the findings and recommendations emerging from the Aug 2-3 
WMPG workshop.  A more complete final report will be issued by the WMPG group in 2006.  This draft 
report is based on material contributed by workshop participants at an all-day plenary meeting held on 
Aug 2, followed by a second ½ day on Aug 3 with the following breakout sessions: 

• The Future Wireless Internet – scenarios and requirements 
• Network Architecture Considerations 
• Experimental Infrastructure for Wireless Internet Research 

2.2 Wireless/Mobile Rationale for the Future Internet 
Wireless, mobile and sensor networks represent an increasingly important segment of networking 
research as a whole, driven by the explosive growth of portable computing, communication and 
embedded devices connected to the Internet. For example, laptop sales exceeded those of desktop PC’s in 
2003 and this trend towards compact and portable computing devices continues unabated.  As of 2005, it 
is estimated that there are over 2 billion cell phones in use worldwide as compared with 500 million wired 
Internet terminals, and a significant fraction (~20%) of these phones now have data capabilities as 2.5G 
and 3G cellular services are deployed.  In another 5 years, all cell phones will be full-fledged Internet 
devices, implying inevitable changes both in applications and network infrastructure to support mobility, 
location-awareness and processing/bandwidth limitations associated with this class of end-user terminals.   

Another major category for growth in wireless devices is that of embedded wireless devices or sensors 
that help to monitor and control objects and events in the physical world via the Internet.  Embedded 
wireless technologies are still at an early stage, but various market predictions estimate that the price of a 
wireless sensor chip could drop to ~$1 by 2015 resulting in potentially tens of billions of these devices on 
the Internet in the long-term.   Wireless sensors are fundamentally different from other Internet terminals 
due to severe power and processing constraints and the greater importance of function, content or location 
over network address.  Data flows and interactions between mobile users, sensors and their supporting 
computing infrastructure are clearly very different from that of today’s popular applications such as email, 
instant messaging or the world-wide web. Thus, embedded wireless devices and the new classes of 
applications associated with them may be expected to drive further changes to the Internet architecture 
and protocols in order to account for very different service needs.   
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Overall, it is clear that mobile, wireless and sensor devices will certainly outnumber wired end-user 
terminals on the Internet in the near future, strongly motivating the consideration of fundamentally new 
network architectures and services to meet changing needs. The currently deployed TCP-IP model of the 
Internet was originally designed for communication between wired PC’s, mainframes and servers, and is 
clearly not optimized for wireless devices.  Several attempts at incorporating mobility-related extensions 
to IP have been made within the IETF (in particular, mobile IPv4 [Per02a, Per02b], and later IPv6 
[Jo04]), but adoption of these evolutionary protocol standards has lagged behind expectations.  Also, the 
mobile IP initiative represents only one part of the technical requirements posed by wireless computing 
devices.  For example, changes to the TCP transport layer service [Ba95, Ba97, Ch04b, and Ca95] are 
required to deal with wireless channel impairments, while end-to-end security for mobile devices on the 
Internet remains an open problem.  Some of these issues are being considered by IEEE 802.11 committees 
[IEE04], but these solutions remain specific to a single radio standard and are not necessarily harmonized 
with IP.  Support of ad-hoc networks and emerging sensor network applications poses even more complex 
technical issues, which can to some extent be avoided by creating customized overlay networks [Pet02, 
Pet04] with IP tunnels between the network nodes at the expense of creating specialized systems that can 
be used by only a subset of Internet users.   

The broad architectural challenge facing the wireless and network research communities is that of 
evolving or redesigning the Internet architecture to be able to efficiently incorporate emerging wireless 
network elements such as mobile terminals, ad-hoc routers and embedded sensors and to provide end-to-
end service abstractions that facilitate application development. 

2.3 Wireless Technology Roadmap 
Wireless and mobile networks represent an active research and new technology development area.  The 
rapid evolution of core radio technologies, wireless networks/protocols and application scenarios is 
summarized for reference in the technology roadmap given in Fig. 1 below.   

 
Figure 1 Wireless Technology Roadmap for the Period 2000-2010 

It can be seen from the chart that in addition to 2.5G/3G cellular data and WLAN systems developed 
during the 1990’s, emerging wireless scenarios include personal-area networks [Jo02, Ge01], wireless 
peer-to-peer (P2P) [St01], ad-hoc mesh networks [MIT, LOC], cognitive radio networks [Mi 
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99,Yat02,Ch04a, Bo04], sensor networks [Yar02, Cu04, Es99], RFID systems [Ra99, Hu98, TEX] and 
pervasive computing [He03, Al03]. 

Each of the above mentioned wireless scenarios is associated with unique network architecture and 
service requirements that affect both the access and infrastructure portions.  The default approach adopted 
by most of the research community is to treat the wireless access portion as a “layer 2” local area network 
connecting to the Internet (i.e. layer 3 IP) through a gateway.  This approach is pragmatic, but it precludes 
uniform dissemination of control and routing information through the entire network and creates a 
potential processing bottleneck at the gateway.  A more integrated end-to-end control and routing 
architecture is important for optimizing mobile/wireless service features such as location management, 
dynamic handoff, quality-of-service (QoS) or cross-layer transport.  Also, a local-area wireless network 
may contain one or more routing elements which can create inconsistencies in protocol layering and 
addressing. If compatibility with the current IP network is not viewed as an essential constraint, it may be 
possible to develop a “clean slate” network architecture that can accommodate emerging wireless 
networks in a single unified protocol structure.  The next section examines emerging wireless, mobile and 
sensor scenarios in further detail with the objective of identifying specific networking requirements that 
should be supported by the future Internet architecture under consideration. 

3 Wireless Scenarios in the Future Internet 
The first task of the panel was to analyze the networking requirements associated with prominent future 
wireless scenarios. In order to introduce some structure in the requirements definition process, the panel 
followed a top-down approach in which representative scenarios and the applications driving them were 
identified first, and the requirements that these scenarios placed upon the network were then mapped out. 
The group converged on three canonical scenarios that together capture the key features of most emerging 
wireless systems: 

3.1 Scenario A: Individual Wireless Devices Interfacing with the Internet (“Mobile 
Computing”) 

 The simplest scenario involves a single wireless device that interfaces with the broader Internet. The 
mobile device may be a cellular phone, a PDA, a media player, a digital camera or some type of 
combination consumer device.  Mobile computing devices may connect through a wireless local area 
network, a mesh-style wireless network, or a wide-area wireless technology (such as cellular 3G or 
WiMax). Service models to be considered include mobile services, hot-spot services with limited 
mobility, as well as cached content delivery via opportunistic wireless links.  High mobility, the potential 
for intermittent connectivity, and heterogeneity of radio access are key characteristics of this scenario.  
 
A typical example of this mode of operation is that of a mobile customer downloading a real-time video 
stream (e.g., a live sporting event) to a portable media player from the Internet. Seamless connectivity 
should be maintained as the customer moves from a shopping mall (WiFi coverage) to outdoors (2.5G or 
3G cellular connectivity) and then to the car (Bluetooth within the car, WiMax radio to the Internet). At 
each step, the wireless media player needs to be aware of available connectivity options and then select 
the best service. The multimedia server must also be aware of current connectivity constraints so that it 
can deliver a stream with parameters (data rate, format, etc) consistent with the configuration. The same 
mobile customer should be efficiently tracked by the network and reachable by VoIP calls, if he/she so 
chooses. Location- or context-aware queries (such as “where is the nearest pharmacy?”) and delay-
tolerant services (e.g., seamless suspension and resumption of a large file transfer when the user walks or 
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drives through areas without coverage) should be supported.  Caching of files for rapid downloading 
within a hot-spot may also be useful in this scenario. 
 

3.2 Scenario B: Constellations of Wireless Devices (“Ad-hoc Nets”) 
The second type of wireless scenario is motivated by a variety of settings in which multiple radio devices 
may be in close physical proximity and can collaborate by forming an ad-hoc network.  For example, 
wireless devices in an office or home environment can set up an ad-hoc network between themselves to 
improve coverage and communications quality.  Another popular application involving constellations is 
that of community mesh networks formed by rooftop radios for the purpose of shared broadband access.  
In the important emerging application of automotive telematics, clusters of cars on the highway may 
participate in an ad-hoc network for the purpose of collision avoidance and traffic flow management.  
Constellations may include heterogeneous radio and computing devices with different capabilities and 
resource levels.  Emerging cognitive radio technologies also offer the capability of highly adaptive 
wireless ad-hoc networks with physical layer negotiation between nodes, practically scavenging unused  
spectrum at low cost to support a private ad hoc network.  Opportunistic association, changing network 
topologies, varying link quality and potentially large scale (in terms of number of nodes) are some of the 
characteristics of this scenario.   
 
A simple example of opportunistic constellations is the formation of an ad hoc network between several 
user laptops in a meeting room with limited Internet access coverage.  The ad hoc network enables high 
bandwidth communication between participants at the meeting and allows them to use a favorably 
positioned (e.g., with good cellular network throughput) node as a forwarding relay to the Internet. 
Another example is the cooperative downloading of popular files from the Internet by drivers on a 
highway. Suppose hot-spot “infostations” with WiFi service are spaced by several miles on the highway 
and a car traveling at 60 miles/hr can download only fractions of a MB during each contact with an 
infostation. If several drivers are interested in the same file, it is possible for the cars to exchange 
segments in a P2P opportunistic networking arrangement similar to that used in Bit Torrent. This way, the 
download can be completed without requiring a car to stop at a hot spot, saving time for the end-user and 
avoiding traffic congestion problems.  The same ad hoc networking capability can also be used by cars to 
exchange control information necessary for traffic flow management or collision avoidance. 
 
Ad hoc radio constellations also apply to civilian disaster recovery and in tactical defense environments. 
These applications usually involve communications between a number of first responders or soldiers who 
work within close proximity of each other.  The response team may need to exchange text messages, 
streaming media (e.g. voice or video), and use collaborative computing to address a shared task such as 
target recognition or identification of a spectral jammer.  Individual nodes may also need to access the 
Internet for command and control purposes or for information retrieval.   This application has similarities 
with the ad hoc mesh network for suburban or rural broadband access mentioned earlier. 

 

3.3 Scenario C: Pervasive Systems and Sensor Networks (“Sensor Nets”) 
Sensor nets refer to a broad class of systems involving embedded wireless devices connected to the 
Internet. The first generation of sensor networks involves collecting and aggregating measured data from 
large numbers of sensors in a specified geographic area.  In the near future, sensor net applications will 
also include closed-loop sensor/actuator systems for real-time control of physical world objects.  Current 
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sensor net applications are in science (ecology, seismology, ocean and atmospheric studies, etc.), and 
engineering (water quality monitoring, precision agriculture, livestock tracking, structural monitoring), as 
well as consumer-oriented applications (home security and energy management, hobbyist and sports 
enthusiast applications of distributed imaging, eldercare, pet monitoring, etc).  Sensor networks share 
several characteristics of ad-hoc scenarios but are differentiated by the fact that tiny sensor devices have 
more stringent processing power, memory and energy constraints.  These constraints generally imply the 
need for a hierarchical ad-hoc network structure in which low-tier sensor nodes connect to the Internet via 
one or more levels of repeating wireless gateways.  Other important characteristics of this scenario are the 
data-centric nature of applications, potential for large scale (in terms of numbers of sensors) and 
geographic locality. 
 
Traditionally, large “sensor fabrics” such as those installed to monitor the environment have been 
designed as vertically optimized systems, with an ad hoc network designed to meet specific energy and 
processing constraints and optimized to support specialized queries dictated by the application at hand. 
The interface to the Internet has been via edge nodes that isolate the Internet stack from the sensor fabric 
architecture. However, more recent trends indicate an increased need for sensor networks that provide 
open access via the Internet, in a more extensive and capillary way that can be supported via edge nodes. 
For instance, scientists interested in the correlation between data found in different data bases, (e.g. soil 
characteristics, pollutants carried in the local water supplies, productivity of local vineyards, production 
and sale of local wines), may be permitted to access specific regions within a sensor fabric directly from 
the Internet, to extract the required data rather than overburdening the access gateways . Moreover, new 
types of sensor networks based on “mobile” sensor platforms are becoming available—for example 
vehicles in the urban grid or firefighters in a disaster recovery operation equipped with a variety of 
sensors (video, chemical, radiation, acoustic, etc). These sensor platforms have practically unlimited 
storage, energy and processing resources. The vehicle grid then becomes a sensor network that can be 
accessed from the Internet to monitor vehicle traffic congestion and to help investigate accidents, 
chemical spills and possible terrorist attacks. Likewise, firefighters carry cameras and several other 
sensors, allowing the commander to be aware of the conditions in the field and to direct the operations to 
maximize the use of the forces, while preserving the life of his responders. These latter examples also 
show that the gap between sensor networks and ad hoc networks tends to diminish in mobile sensor 
systems at least in terms of communications capabilities and Internet access.   In the longer term, 
pervasive systems involving personal mobile devices, smart offices/homes and densely deployed 
multimodal sensors/actuators will serve as a platform for development of various new applications 
ranging from tracking and inventory control to personal productivity, public safety and resource 
management. 
 
These scenarios are not all-inclusive, but serve as canonical examples of future wireless networks. They 
do capture many of the requirements that wireless will place upon the future network architecture.  Based 
on the scenarios and keeping the main objectives in view, the panel proceeded to a more detailed 
discussion of architectural considerations for the future Internet. 

4 Network Architecture and Protocol Design Considerations 
The wireless scenarios outlined above are associated with new network service requirements that motivate 
a rethinking of several Internet architecture issues. Several mobile/wireless features may require 
mechanisms that cannot be implemented through the conventional IP framework for the Internet, or if 
they can, may suffer from performance degradation due to the additional overhead associated with 
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network protocols that were originally designed for static infrastructure computing. In this section, we 
discuss a set of architectural and protocol design issues related to the networking requirements of the 
representative wireless scenarios identified earlier. 

4.1 Distinguishing Identity and Address for Mobility Management (Scenarios A, B) 
The Internet network layer of today equates an address with a network attachment point. This facilitates 
reasonably simple routing and address assignment because it can take advantage of logical locality, but it 
poses challenges when nodes are mobile. Today, limited node mobility is supported through techniques at 
different levels in the protocol stack.  When mobile users roam inside the same IP subnet, they can 
continue to use the same IP address and mobility can be implemented at the link layer. Examples include 
roaming in 802.11 and cell phones. When mobile users cross IP subnets, they will typically have to 
change the IP address they use, which can be visible to applications and consequently affect their 
operation.  It is possible to deal with cross-subnet mobility at the application level but this can complicate 
application development and degrade performance. The level of naming indirection DNS introduces can 
allow very coarse grained mobility, but fails when nodes require uninterrupted communication across 
address changes (e.g., a telephone call). An alternative is to use Mobile IP, an IETF standard that supports 
mobility by allowing applications to continue to use the same IP address even as the node moves between 
IP subnets [Per02b]. Adapting these partial solutions for an Internet where most nodes, including routers 
and switches, are mobile, will likely lead to solutions that are expensive and inefficient. 
 
To fully support mobility, a next generation Internet must provide ways to name and route to a much 
richer set of network elements than just attachment points. It should support routing in terms of names, 
which identify the actual desired end points, rather than some particular characteristic, such as an address. 
These names may well resolve to addresses at some layer in the architecture, for routing purposes; what is 
important is that the architecture supports seamless changes in name-address binding. Names may or may 
not have global consistency: they can represent anycast elements, supporting local resource discovery. 
Examples of names include "CNN's web server," "Vint Cerf's cell phone," and "a printer nearby." Another 
option is to directly support naming and addressing of clusters of nodes to improve support for 
communication with moving “constellations” such as car and body-worn networks [Na05].  Making 
“location” an explicit concept in the Internet architecture might also help support mobility across IP 
subnets. 
 

4.2 Delay tolerant, disconnected operations (Scenarios A, B, C) 
The next generation Internet needs to support communication with end points that are not always 
connected. These disconnections can be short or long-lived. The current approach handles disconnections 
above the network layer, as in the email system. This is adequate when most devices are perpetually 
connected to the Internet. With mobility, however, disconnections will be common. This requires a new 
solution to avoid every network service implementing mechanisms or protocols to support disconnection, 
which would result in a complex mix of layers above.  
 
One way to support delay-tolerant networking is through new network services, such as the “Infostation” 
model [Fr96, Go97] or the “data-bus” service in which data is cached and delivered when an appropriate 
receiver is within range. In order to support “Infostation” services, it is necessary to have mechanisms that 
exploit mobility information to pre-fetch data and facilitate quick authentication as mobiles pass through 
coverage zones [Ku01].  Similarly, for data-bus services, the network must manage data caching by 
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identifying appropriate points within the network to cache data, route data to these cache points, and 
support the delivery of data when suitable receiver devices approach.  
 
Two mobile devices should, by themselves, be able to communicate within a next generation Internet 
architecture, as should larger collections of nodes that have local, but not global infrastructure. Fully 
decentralized infrastructure will expand the architecture from a monolithic entity to a set of principles, 
protocols, and services that operate in all of the edge cases that mobility and wireless introduce. 
Moreover, if the mobile has multiple interfaces and thus different path options, and is engaged in a delay 
tolerant application, it must be given the opportunity to transmit now or later depending on path cost, 
quality, security, etc [Fa03].  
 

4.3 Location Awareness (Scenarios A, B, C) 
The current Internet was designed for stationary terminals, thus it does not track node location. In mobile 
wireless systems with localized interaction, however, the identities of terminals participating in the local 
network change so frequently that location becomes a more natural primitive for addressing and scoping 
the distribution of computing resources relevant to a local area. This trend is further strengthened by 
improvements to 802.11 localization and global positioning system receivers that increase the availability 
of precise location information at mobile terminals. Beyond location as an addressing mechanism the 
architecture must enable the use of location information for internal network optimizations at all layers 
and support the development of location-aware applications. Specific point solutions such as geographic 
routing, mobicast, localization, or location fusion algorithms have been described in the literature [Ka00, 
Na02, Li00]. These need to accommodate additional requirements, such as high node mobility, which 
may be expected in automotive networking scenarios and foremost these solutions need to be integrated 
into a coherent architecture [Yu04].  
 
An architectural proposition is to construct a location service that enables potential communication 
partners to determine each other’s position and to identify the terminals in a specified geographic region 
[Pr01]. This service can be extended across the Internet backbone as an overlay [Da04]. The architecture 
should also define interfaces for network protocols to acquire location information of sufficient accuracy 
using localization techniques. One aspect of these interfaces is how location information can be 
represented in the system. Many applications prefer symbolic representation such as postal addresses or 
room and building numbers, which users can more readily understand. In the lower network layers, 
however, geographic coordinate systems based on an ellipsoid model of the earth are more amenable to 
processing requirements such as distance comparisons. Specifically, a Cartesian coordinate system, such 
as the Universal Transverse Mercator, enables fast distance computation compared to a latitude-longitude 
system (except when crossing zone boundaries). The architecture must likely include provisions for 
translation between different representations across different network layers. 
 

4.4 Security and Privacy (Scenarios A, B, C) 
Wireless networks are increasingly the platform of choice for launching a variety of attacks on the 
Internet [Bo03, Bell03, Bor01, Ko02, Per02c].  This is due to the lack of a physical connection, 
potentially weak authentication, and lack of accountability. New network architectures will need to 
elevate security and trustworthiness issues to an equal level of importance as other networking concerns. 
At the most basic level, wireless devices will likely have evolving naming and addressing schemes and 
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the addresses used must be verifiable and authenticated. Wireless devices will connect to each other and 
to a backbone network in order to relay information. Authentication must also cover link layer 
associations with access points or peer devices and network control information (e.g. routing tables) 
necessary to form mesh networks or connect to the backbone network. Since the wireless medium allows 
for adversaries to easily sniff network traffic, it will be essential to provide mechanisms that prevent 
traffic analysis by adversaries.  
 
Location information that nodes advertise must be trustworthy and reliable, but a location service that 
tracks the position of network nodes also raises significant location privacy concerns [Gr03]. Location 
conveys a rich set of potentially private contextual information. Even if devices are only identified by 
pseudonymous addresses, an adversary could learn the user’s identity if the location is linkable to publicly 
available, identified location records. For example, if a query originates from a car on a suburban 
driveway, the likely household could be identified by looking at a public address database. The location 
architecture should incorporate privacy mechanisms across all layers to address location privacy concerns. 
At the link layer this requires changing interface identifiers and scheduling sufficient communication 
pauses to prevent the linking of new and old identifiers. At the network and higher layers anonymity can 
be improved by automatically adjusting the resolution of reported location information based on the 
density of users in a region. In addition, access control mechanisms based on user-defined policies can 
control the disclosure of location records when user identity is required. Research is needed in 
understanding the tradeoffs between privacy and accountability of different architectural propositions. 
 
The wireless network should also be robust and flexible enough to ensure the availability of the network 
in the presence of adversarial (intentional or otherwise) threats. In particular, wireless networks should be 
able to adapt to the presence of radio interference (jamming) attacks. Further, defense mechanisms should 
be in place in order to defend against denial-of-service (DoS) attacks involving message flooding, such as 
those targeting various network buffer resources. In addition, there must be mechanisms in place to 
diagnose and prevent individual devices from improperly following resource management protocols 
(perhaps for the purpose of achieving their own improved QoS at the expense of other device’s degraded 
performance). All security mechanisms should carefully consider the usage of device resources, the 
associated performance tradeoffs, and the latency involved in achieving security. 
 

4.5 Management and Diagnostics (Scenarios A, B) 
Deployment and use of new wireless edge networks (such as ad-hoc nets or sensor nets) will not conform 
to the traditional organization/enterprise boundaries corresponding to today’s administrative domains. 
Data exchange is likely to occur not only within each subnetwork but across networks with multiple 
owners.  In such scenarios, the fundamental problem is the one of manageability. How are failures 
diagnosed and communicated? How should end-to-end applications be structured for exploiting multiple 
interfaces and work around? In these networks, non-traditional metrics, such as manageability, 
diagnosability, configurability, and trustability will take precedence over traditional metrics of 
performance.  This will require mechanisms for distributing functionality and addressing, instrumentation 
of network components across all layers, decomposition of information for automated processing, 
reasoning and response.   
 
Specifically, network architectures should be developed that are self-configuring and self-healing, while 
not requiring expensive (and complex) infrastructure or protocol overhead. As wireless networking scales 
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in size, loading, and mobility, auto-configuration services that have been provided in small networks, 
must now be extended to the Internet at large. Auto-configuration services will likely be needed at all 
levels of the protocol stack [Va02].  Potential research directions might involve forwarding based on 
semantic names (e.g. “AV Controller”), eliminating the need for (DNS-like) name-to-address translations, 
self-protection against nodal security and network intrusion attacks (auto-immunization), and establishing 
trust without a central authority. Perhaps most importantly, many new research challenges arise when 
networks with different technologies, and/or networks belonging to different organizations with different 
policies must be auto-configured. 
 
Furthermore, the ability to manage a network (whether automatically or manually) is inextricably tied 
with the ability to observe and measure the network and its components. Most currently available 
approaches towards measurement provide coarse-grained counters such as SNMP variables, or long time-
scale flow-based summarizations. From an architectural standpoint, research is needed to determine what 
finer-grained currently-hidden information (e.g., wireless channel characteristics, MAC protocol and 
routing information) can be exposed to the user, to network management functions, and to others (e.g., 
carried in protocol headers) to help manage (e.g., diagnose and (auto-)configure) a network. Finally, 
realizing that enhanced manageability may result in additional overhead, tradeoffs between increased 
manageability and consequent decreases in data plane performance must be quantified. 
 

4.6 Exposing network information to higher layers (Scenarios A, B) 
The end-to-end principle, on which the current Internet architecture is based, simplifies the internals of a 
network. While this has been a very useful principle at the network layer, experience has shown instances 
where higher layers can work around it to improve performance or introduce new functionality. Examples 
include HTTP proxy servers, peer-to-peer networks, and CDNs such as Akamai. The diversity and growth 
of these services means that trying to include them into the architecture would be problematic at best. 
However, the next generation architecture should acknowledge they represent an important usage of the 
network and, if possible, should introduce functionality that could simplify or improve their deployment. 
 
The complexity of this functionality introduces a tradeoff between its benefit to layers above the network 
and its cost to the network layer itself. Recent work on DHTs and overlays has demonstrated how 
important route quality estimation (in terms of latency, bandwidth, etc.) is, while CDNs spend a 
significant amount of effort to determine what CDN distribution point is closest to a client [Ng03]. One of 
the complexities these problems deal with is the opaqueness of routing information. While these services 
can use heuristics such as address closeness or DNS server selection, the architecture itself provides little 
information on the paths and topologies in the network. Providing such information could be a very 
inexpensive way to provide tremendous benefit to these sorts of services. Topology information can also 
be used by edge systems that do not always obey the end-to-end principle. For example, embedded sensor 
networks have resource constraints that make in-network processing and aggregation important 
primitives. Rather than build customized solutions, these networks could take advantage of the topology 
information that the infrastructure provides. 
 
Applications will also benefit from a network architecture that exposes topology and path quality 
information. If a server discovers that the mobile client is now connected via a “thin” 50Kbps connection 
with high loss rate, it may reconfigure the format of the delivery (say still frames and audio, instead of 
motion video). End users can learn about path quality in several ways: (a) through end-to-end probing 
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techniques (e.g., active techniques like packet pair derivatives such as CapProbe [Ka04] and PathRate 
[Ch05]; or through passive techniques embedded in the transport and streaming protocols, e.g. TCP , 
TFRC etc); (b) via feed back in the end-to-end data stream from intermediate routers (e.g. ECN, Loss 
Notification, etc); or (c) with the assistance of network proxies at the edges (e.g.,  “distance” service, 
congestion information, etc) [Do01].  In the future Internet one will expect a combination of techniques 
(end to end and network supported) to provide timely assistance to mobile users. Moreover, some of the 
path monitoring techniques will apply across multiple domains; others will be confined to specific 
subnetworks. 
 

4.7  Ad-hoc constellations and groupings - identity hierarchy (Scenario B) 
Constellations illustrate how the flexibility of logical naming can enable a wide range of new 
communication services and applications. In addition to each element in the constellation having its own 
name (or set of names), the constellation itself can have names. Exactly how this name resolves is up to 
the constellation to decide: it might refer to a body network server that dispatches various communication 
streams or packets to other devices. While names can have hierarchies, the Internet architecture should 
not impose particular hierarchies, as they can and will depend on semantic information. 
 
Nodes outside the constellation can communicate not only with each element-- which has its own name--- 
but also with the constellation as a whole. The services such a name provides are greatly dependent on its 
semantic meaning: body networks might provide traffic aggregation to egress points, while infrastructure 
networks (e.g., a LAN) might have management services that deal with the network as a whole [Ge02]. 
 

4.8 “Infrastructure free” communications and self-organization (Scenario B) 
 Wireless devices should be able to operate independently of the broader Internet. In particular, there may 
be times during which the connection of a wireless device or network to the Internet is not available. 
During these times, wireless devices should be able to operate stably in modes disconnected from the rest 
of the infrastructure, as well as be able to opportunistically establish "local" ad-hoc networks using their 
own native protocols. This will require that devices are capable of discovering each other without the 
assistance of the broader network, as well as require that devices use local addressing and routing 
schemes. Further, when the Internet infrastructure is made available at later times, there should be simple 
and transparent methods for reinsertion of the disconnected device or network into the broader network.  
In particular, this means that issues such as authorization and updating the device state should be 
seamless, with minimal latency. 
 

4.9 Efficient use of multiple outgoing connections (Scenarios A, B) 
 Future wireless devices will not have a single interface to a single network, but will be capable of 
supporting multiple, simultaneous communication technologies. A new class of transport layer protocol 
will need to be developed to support multiple outgoing connections. In particular, issues such as rate 
adaptation and buffering will be critical at the interfaces between different communication standards. 
Further, issues of connectivity management and maintenance are made more challenging by the fact that 
many of the potential connections will be opportunistic connections to ad-hoc networks with dynamically 
changing topologies. Establishing and tearing down these cross-network connections must be efficient in 
terms of protocol overhead and latency. Further, the “opportunistic” exploitation of multiple resources 
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must be supported by techniques that provide efficient path quality monitoring. For example, it will be 
desirable to know the level of congestion on a specific subnet, or the pricing per packet on a particular 
subnet. Physical layer characteristics, such as the type of radio, whether a particular interface feature is 
supported, and which portions of the spectrum are available will play a role here.  
 

4.10 Decentralized trust models (Scenario B) 
In applications involving multiple constellations of wireless nodes, and it will be desirable to allow 
network devices to be exchanged between them. Therefore, the future wireless Internet should support 
secure dissociation and re-association of devices across constellations. Such handoff procedures will be 
part of the requirements for automated management of constellation membership, and consequently 
should ensure low-latency and seamless continuity of service. These handoffs should be authenticated, 
and access privileges should be verified prior to successfully completing network level associations. 
Further, it will be desirable to support the ability for devices to maintain connections to more than type of 
network, and even allow for information to be delivered to multiple devices simultaneously. 
  
Further, as devices will move across constellations, mechanisms should be in place to allow for networks 
to assess and convey measures of entity of trust during handoffs between constellation domains. Devices 
that move between networks should have a consistent basis of quantifying their security privileges in each 
domain. The protocol specifications to establish and convey trust must be decentralized as it is 
unreasonable to expect a static, centralized authority in the future Internet.  
 

4.11 Incentives and economic issues in spectrum usage (Scenario A, B, C) 
Wireless technologies will play an increasingly important role in the next generation of the Internet. In 
particular, the role of wireless technologies will not be limited to last-hop networks, but will also serve to 
replace traditionally wired infrastructure. As an example of how wireless technologies have had an 
economic impact, there are many municipalities that are reevaluating their communications needs and 
looking to wireless mesh networks as an alternative to providing city-wide coverage. Whether considering 
wireless technologies at the microscopic device level, or at the macroscopic infrastructure level, the new 
network should have methods in place to take advantage of the economic advantages that wireless 
technologies promise, as well as encourage the deployment of new forms of wireless networks that have 
yet to be developed. At the macroscopic level, there must be support for AAA services that will take care 
of accounting and billing as wireless users move across different networks. Further, appropriate tools 
must be integrated into future networking protocols to encourage service providers to adopt the new 
wireless Internet, as well as provide a means for vendors to add value to wireless services. At the 
microscopic level, however, methods must be in place to support new forms of commerce that are 
possible by negotiating wireless resources, such as spectrum.  Protocols that coordinate spectrum and 
pricing mechanisms that guarantee the efficient and fair sharing of spectrum will provide new forms of 
commerce and encourage the development of new software and hardware industries.  
 
Another type of incentive is required to make opportunistic networking work using third party nodes as 
store and forwarders. In a world of “constellations” and dynamically changing connectivity in urban and 
“mall” areas, it will be extremely beneficial to exploit neighbors’ resources for a number of services (data 
forwarding, data ferrying, information stations, etc). For example, in an urban vehicle network, one may 
wish to download location significant advertisements from neighboring cars rather than from the cellular 
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network or from the next “infostation” down the road. This sharing of resources can be achieved only 
through incentives and with strong security guarantees, as discussed above. The incentive mechanism will 
have an impact on the “network layer” as credits should be transferable across (and therefore recognized 
by) different network domains [Sa03].  
 

4.12 Cross-Layer Protocol Support (Scenario A, B) 
There are a number of scenarios in wireless networking in which cooperation between physical, data link, 
network and transport layers [To03, Pa03, Ba02, and De03] can provide significant performance 
improvement. As a very simple example, packet loss on a noisy wireless link can be overcome by local 
channel coding as well as end to end application coding. Often, the optimal solution requires a 
combination of both. This optimum can be achieved only if the radio layer and the application cooperate 
and exchange information in some way. As another example, in an urban environment the cognitive radio 
installed in a car can establish “links” of different radio range at different data rates. The network layer 
may need this information to determine the best route, say, between two distant cars – cellular network or 
direct link. Similarly, in 802.11 based ad-hoc networks, rate adaptation in radios can complicate routing – 
for example, a short path with a 1Mbps 802.11b link would be less desirable than a longer path with all 11 
Mbps links.  The issue in most of these cases is, how much of this “radio layer optimization” must be 
visible to upper layers through “cross-layer” interaction; and, correspondingly, what mechanisms must be 
provided to make it happen. In some cases, PHY layer link quality feedback can be sufficient. In other 
cases, like in the joint channel and source coding example, explicit mechanisms must be put in place. 
 
It may be desirable to go beyond cross-layer alone and re-examine what functionality belongs to which 
layer. In the past, protocol stacks have largely treated the wireless links as equivalent to wired links 
possibly with a higher error rate. While such an approach has served the purpose so far, it appears that this 
approach may not suffice in the future. In “cooperative wireless networks” now at an early research stage, 
the notion of a “link” may have to be revised. Some examples: 

 Ad-hoc networks: In such networks, hosts route packets on each other’s behalf, requiring the 
use of multi-hop routing among the hosts to deliver packets. Potentially, the “routing” 
functionality can be implemented at the link layer, such that the entire ad-hoc network appears 
as a single “link” from the perspective of the rest of the network. 

 Cooperative diversity: With cooperative diversity, hosts other than the end-points of a “link” 
cooperate to help deliver packets on the link. For instance, when A transmits a packet to B, a 
third host C may relay a function of the “packet” received from A to C; host C then can 
combine the receptions from A and C both to determine the received packet. 

 Network coding: Network coding allows hosts to relay not just a received packet, but instead a 
function of packets received from different sources. 

Such approaches allow the use of multiple “hops” to deliver packets over what may be construed to be a 
single “link”. Present link layer abstractions may not be sufficient for these more general notions of a link. 

 
Adaptation mechanisms: Capacity limitations of wireless networks have motivated a large range of 
adaptation mechanisms including power or bit rate control, channel adaptation, and directional 
beamforming. While such adaptations have the potential for improving performance, they also complicate 
the notion of a network “link”. For instance, given that a host can transmit at two different power levels, 
should a “broadcast” be performed at the lower power level, or the higher power level? Should the 
broadcast be performed on any one available channel, or all available channels? In general, the answer to 
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such questions will have to depend on the higher layer’s requirements, making the adaptations necessarily 
cross-layer. Suitable interfaces need to be developed to allow for such cross-layer interactions. Similarly, 
given that the physical layer behavior is defined by many parameters (e.g., rate, power, channel, beam 
angle, etc.), the network layer may wish to specify the parameters (or parameter range) to be used for 
transmitting each packet, based on network level information (as opposed to local information available to 
each host).  
 
A brute force approach to deal with the above complexities would be make the network transparent, i.e. 
not supportive of such optimizations or cooperative mechanisms. Confining these advanced techniques to 
local scopes, however, would result in performance degradation. When the available capacity is limited, 
such degradation is not likely to be acceptable. On the other hand, if other approaches dramatically 
increase the capacity of wireless networks (e.g., using larger amounts of spectrum), then it may become 
desirable to trade-off some performance to simplify the protocol design. In the meantime, however, we 
suggest that approaches be developed to facilitate cross-layer cooperation, particularly at the lower layers 
of the protocol stack, in a manner that is “future-proof”. Towards this end, the protocol stack needs to be 
“flexible” to be able to accommodate future developments in wireless networking and communication. 

 

4.13 Support for cognitive radio technology (Scenarios A, B) 
The combination of waveform-agile radios and diversity of emerging waveforms will likely result in a 
wireless devices being able to use a multitude of radio waveforms as well as allow for agility between 
different radio communication protocols. As a result, wireless devices will be able to create any kind of 
communication link they want, with whatever combination of capacity, error-rate, etc. they need (subject 
to what is physically achievable, of course). These links will become an integral part of the next 
generation Internet, especially as many wireless network architectures, such as mesh networks, are being 
proposed as alternative backbone infrastructures. 
  
Architecturally, waveform agility enables the concept of a definable link, as opposed to the conventional 
notion of simple, fixed links. In other words, a link is no longer just an input to the topology and the 
algorithms that operate on the topology (e.g. OSPF). It is a variable, a parameter that can be controlled as 
necessary by the protocols. The next generation architecture should not only tolerate the highly dynamic 
nature of links, but should also be able to tailor the link characteristics in a cross-layer fashion to create 
the kind of topology that an application requires. Topology control, i.e. control of which nodes should be 
able to communicate as well as how they should communicate, should be an integral part of the 
architecture. This will allow control mechanisms at several layers of the stack to marshal resources as 
they desire. 
 
An architectural proposition for the accommodation and exploitation of dynamic and definable link 
characteristics is as follows. A cross-layer module called Dynamic Topology Control (DTC) is present in 
an infrastructure node. The DTC module functions as a “broker” between link advertisements (what is 
possible) and link/topology requirements (what is needed). Link advertisements may be expressed in 
declarative form to capture the possibilities as well as constraints of resource availability1. Research is 

                                                 
1 For example, consider a wireless router with two software radios, each capable of switching between three waveforms, for instance, 802.11, 
UWB and MIMO. Then, a link advertisement could be (802.11 AND UWB) OR (802.11 AND MIMO) OR (UWB AND MIMO). Other 
equivalent representations are clearly possible. 
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needed in languages for the expression and logical reasoning of resource availability, usage and 
constraints. 
 
Research is also needed in how conventional control mechanisms, such as routing and transport, can 
utilize DTC appropriately. A wide range of combinations of link characteristics are possible, and a routing 
protocol needs to decide which to track/disseminate and which to not (otherwise it may not be scalable). 
Similarly, a question is whether a transport protocol, looking at the needs of a session can dynamically 
determine the best topology and get the links created as desired. For example, if capacity is important but 
latency is not, a topology with a larger number of short-range high-data-rate hops may be used whereas if 
latency is important, a waveform that has a single wireless hop may be best (e.g. a spectrum agile radio 
may be made to switch to a lower frequency and use a higher processing gain). 
 

4.14 Integrating lightweight sensor protocols (Scenario C) 
The fundamental building block of the Internet’s data plane has been the globally addressed IP packet, 
and the TCP connection. As sensor networks are often comprised of numerous small devices to facilitate 
physical coupling, the one-to-one communication model will be surpassed by group communication 
primitives. Sensor devices are also small and battery powered, which makes supporting TCP/IP 
challenging and inefficient. As a result of these constraints as well as the driving applications, these nodes 
are usually deployed as clusters whose actions and processing is coordinated through a micro-server. The 
simplicity of the IP narrow waist leads to ease of interoperability, but edge sensor networks, which may 
mostly communicate locally, need the flexibility to use lightweight network protocols suited to the sensor 
domain.  
 
One approach is to connect local sensor networks to the Internet through gateways. The gateway can be a 
central point of coordination for the sensor patch, combining externally requested communication and 
data acquisition into power-efficient and optimized requests in terms of sensor network protocols. 
Querying or collecting data from these networks typically involves naming well above the level of a 
single node. Therefore, the entire network could be presented under a single Internet name or address, 
which refers to the gateway. In this case, the new internet architecture would not govern the specific 
sensor network protocols used, but rather it would merely acknowledge that disparity in protocols exists. 
However, network management may also require naming particular nodes within the network. Being able 
to name the sensor nodes in the IP namespace would allow systems to take advantage of the existing 
infrastructure of monitoring tools. More research is needed to evaluate such a gateway-based architecture 
compared to defining new end-to-end narrow-waist protocols for the network. 
 

4.15 Programming model for in-network services (Scenario C) 
The fundamental application model of the Internet’s data plane has been based on the end-to-end principle 
of data processing only at the edge of the network. This has provided important benefits for both 
application and network design in the current Internet. However, in-network processing may become 
necessary in sensor networks and pervasive systems because of scalability and response time 
considerations. Also, efficient data aggregation in sensor networks requires storage and processing at 
network nodes. A new programming model is needed to define the data processing behavior of the 
network. 
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The architecture and programming model must allow pushing filters and functions into different network 
elements. Network elements that must be programmable range from tiny sensor motes at the edge, micro-
servers/gateways, and powerful sensorweb servers deep in the network. Complex applications will be 
based on statistical computing with multi-scale inputs, combining fine and coarse spatial and temporal 
scale data, and will involve relatively complex triggers and functions that make the collection and 
processing of data adaptive to the dynamic physical world. 
 

4.16 Dynamic discovery of sensor devices (Scenario C) 
The current Internet is text-dominated with relatively efficient search engines for discovering textual 
resources, while connecting to the few available sensors and actuators (e.g., cameras and printers) requires 
manual configuration. Traditional Internet applications conceptually support data served from a smaller 
number of servers to a larger number of data consumers. As we embed the Internet in the physical world, 
we turn this inside out and have larger numbers of data sources sending information to a smaller number 
of data consumers.  An Internet dominated by unstructured information supplied from large numbers of 
sensor devices must support efficient mechanisms for discovering available sensor resources.  
 
The new architecture must support methods for the registering of a new sensor system in the broader 
network. This is especially important for multi-purpose sensor networks that will likely be deployed. 
Since every sensor network is restricted to producing specific types of data, the network needs provide 
methods for applications to query the available data types, and the geographic coverage area of the 
network.  
 

4.17 Data Integrity (Scenario C) 
The current Internet merely provides a conduit for sensor data streams. Since future network traffic will 
likely be dominated by information from billions of sensors, more attention to data integrity challenges is 
warranted. In particular, physically embedded sensors are difficult to keep calibrated. They are inherently 
subject to noise and dynamics from the physical world, that while the transducer itself might maintain its 
factory calibration, the integrity of the data is still at risk due to changing physical coupling, or 
interference, for example.  
 
A new architecture should provide data cleansing mechanisms that prevent corrupted data from 
propagating through the sensor network. In particular, services that maintain device calibration and 
monitor/detect adversarial manipulation of sensor devices should be integrated into sensor networks. This 
could be realized through obtaining context information, metadata, and statistical techniques to locally 
detect faulty inputs. Although most data cleansing might occur within the sensor network, the interface 
between the sensor network and the Internet should be able to convey measures of the reliability of sensor 
data. Since messages originating from the network might instruct the sensor system to activate more 
devices, or increase resource consumption, it is necessary that messages from the network can be 
authenticated and verified by the sensor network. When sensor networks are connected through a 
gateway, it is essential to ensure the trustworthiness of the interface between the sensor system and the 
broader network. Sensor network gateways should be authenticated in order to prevent impostors from 
reporting fallacious data.  
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4.18 Low latency interaction (Scenario C) 
Sensor networks make sensor-actuator systems that react to physical inputs in real time the norm rather 
than the exception. The only way to richly observe most physical phenomena is with multiple modalities 
of observation. This implies multiple sensor types, multiple perspectives, and a tier-ing of devices from 
the smallest, most widely distributable to the mobile or manual intermittently available. This means that 
low latency communication among physically local devices is particularly important. As applications 
begin to look for correlations across large distances, low latency triggering across wider areas might also 
grow in importance. 
 
The architecture could support low-latency requirements through a multi-tier architecture, which allows 
for direct communication between local sensors and actuators. If protocol translations are necessary these 
could be handled by a micro-server in the local network, rather than a distant gateway.  

5 Summary of Network Architecture Challenges for Wireless 
From the discussion of various scenarios and their requirements in Sec 4, it is clear that emerging wireless 
technologies drive a variety of new requirements for the Internet.  Taken together, these new architecture 
and protocol design considerations represent a major research, design and implementation challenge for 
the networking research communities, both wired and wireless.  An important design issue is that of 
distilling critical new features from the broad set of requirements discussed and then mapping them to 
practical network implementations. Since many of the wireless/mobile/sensor network protocol 
capabilities under consideration apply only to edge networks, it may be beneficial to adopt hierarchical 
structures for the future Internet in which edge networks with high functionality levels can be aggregated 
into more streamlined core networks optimized for high speed wide-area transport.  However, it will be 
important to design the aggregation interfaces to pass necessary control information from the wireless 
edge to servers or other wireless edge networks so that end-to-end communication can be suitably 
optimized. 
 
The following is a summary of major architectural and protocol design considerations for wireless, mobile 
and sensor networks: 
 

5.1 Naming and Addressing Flexibility 
Today’s Internet addressing scheme is rather rigid; it is well suited to a static, hierarchical topology 
structure.  It provides a very efficient way to label (and find) each device interface in this hierarchy.   To 
support mobility, the next generation Internet must provide ways to name and route to a much richer set 
of network elements than just attachment points. It must support routing in terms of names, which identify 
the actual desired end point, rather than some particular characteristic, such as a physical address. These 
names may well resolve to addresses at some layer in the architecture, for routing purposes, what is 
important is that the architecture supports seamless changes in name-address binding.  A clean 
architectural separation between name and routable address is a critical requirement. 
 

5.2 Mobility support 
Mobility is the most fundamental characteristic of a wireless network with mobile users, and it is 
therefore imperative that future networks provide mobility support as an integrated, first-class service.  
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Mobility scenarios anticipated in future networks include simple end-user migration from one subnetwork 
to another (as in cellular or WLAN hot-spot services), as well as more complex mobility patterns 
involving movement of radio routers and ad-hoc network clusters.  Protocol features are also needed to 
address a new class of network services that take advantage user or platform mobility – these include 
location-based services, the “Infostation” model and the “data-bus” service in which data is cached and 
delivered when an appropriate receiver is within range. Mechanisms are needed for classical location 
management and low-latency handoff within or between wireless networks, as might occur as a device 
changes access points or moves between ad-hoc networks. Mobile nodes, constellations of ad-hoc routers 
and more general entities must be reachable as they move across different wireless domains. Scalable 
indirection schemes (more efficient and general than existing mobile IP) need to be designed to allow for 
this functionality.  Infostations and data-bus services involve mobility prediction, pre-fetching and data 
caching, and it is of interest to evaluate what level of support should be provided by the network layer. 
Mobility can also induce temporary network disconnections. The network layer should support 
disconnected, delay-tolerant operations, a capability that is current not provided within IP. 
 

5.3 Location Services 
Another key feature needed for wireless networks is that of a location service, which would provide 
information about the location of a packet’s source or destination.  Beyond location as an addressing 
mechanism the architecture must enable the use of location information for internal network optimizations 
at all layers and support the development of location-aware applications. Specific point solutions such as 
geographic routing, mobicast, localization, or location fusion algorithms have been developed and these 
ideas may be expected to mature further during the next decade.  A general solution for integrating 
location into the next-generation Internet architecture is an important research direction.  Protocols for 
location service should provide the means for communicating entities to indicate their current position and 
to discover other devices in a specified geographic area.  Design considerations include the granularity 
and type of representation for location information, which can vary from conventional descriptions like 
postal address or room number to geographic coordinate systems. 
 

5.4 Self-Organization and Discovery 
Emerging wireless system architectures involve ad-hoc network formation based on opportunistic 
identification of resources in the environment.  As a result, protocols used should support discovery of 
neighboring radios and the topology of existing networks.  Self-organizing ad-hoc networks have been 
built for homogeneous radio environments, but future networks will require more general capabilities for 
organizing a mix of wired and wireless components [Ga04].  For example, a local network may consist of 
several ad-hoc wireless clusters interconnected by a set of wired routers.  The protocols developed need to 
incorporate distributed algorithms and measurements for efficient formation of desirable network 
topologies in an environment with dynamic mobility.  Self organization should work in a distributed 
environment without requiring continuous connectivity to the global network. 
 

5.5 Security and Privacy 
Wireless networks can be expected to be the platform of choice for launching a variety of attacks 
targeting the new Internet. At the most basic level, wireless devices will likely have evolving naming and 
addressing schemes and it will be necessary to ensure that the names and addresses that are used are 
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verifiable and authenticated. There are also a variety of complex security issues related to ad-hoc 
networks of peers, including management of authentication and trust in purely distributed environments.  
In addition, wireless networks are subject to a variety of denial-of-service or man-in-the-middle attacks 
and future approaches to Internet security will need to take this into consideration.   
 
Further, one parameter uniquely associated with wireless networks is the notion of location. Location 
information provided by the network should be trustworthy. The wireless component of the network 
should provide both privacy and forensic capabilities, while allowing for the means to manage the 
tradeoffs between these two complementary considerations. Since the wireless medium allows for 
adversaries to easily sniff network traffic, it will be essential to provide mechanisms that prevent traffic 
analysis by adversaries. Additionally the architecture should provision hooks for future extensions to 
accommodate legal regulations. 
 

5.6 Decentralized management  
From an edge network dominated by the wired Ethernet, the edge is evolving into disparate wireless 
ecosystems such as cellular, 802.11, Bluetooth, RFID, and sensor networks. Managing such disparate 
dense networks requires augmenting the existing protocol stack for providing efficient remote 
manageability, diagnosis, configurability and trust. Wireless devices are not always connected to the 
Internet core. In a next generation Internet, these devices need to be able to form ad-hoc networks that 
operate with the same services and expectations as the larger Internet, but with limited connectivity.  Ad-
hoc constellation management involves not only knowing the status of device membership in each 
constellation but also the nature of interaction with others.  
 

5.7 Cross-layer protocol support 
As a mobile client crosses different wireless domains, its route characteristics continuously change. 
Awareness of these dynamic changes (at client, server or both) can be critically useful when supporting 
applications that require some quality of service, such as multimedia delivery. Important path 
characteristics include available capacity, loss rate, delay, hop distance, energy, stability, and security. 
Exposing this information would allow connection end points to make more intelligent routing, 
association, and protocol decisions without requiring complex probing or estimation techniques. There an 
obvious trade-offs between layering and complexity, so that future protocol designs need to find the right 
balance after evaluation of actual performance gains in realistic environments. 
 

5.8 Sensor Network Integration 
Efficient integration of sensor networks with the global Internet involves several additional requirements.  
These include the ability to interface with a lightweight sensor network protocol, possibly through a 
unified hierarchical protocol framework.  In addition, sensor networks require the self-organization 
discovery and location services discussed in 5.3, 5.4.  Other capabilities needed for sensor scenarios are 
in-network programming, content awareness, data aggregation and data integrity mechanisms.  An 
attribute or location based dynamic binding service is also important for development of real-time sensor 
applications involving opportunistic associations.  In general, sensor networks require identification of 
suitable new socket layer abstractions and programming models that differ significantly from today’s 
TCP/IP paradigm.   
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5.9 Cognitive Radio Networks 
Cognitive or software-defined radios are expected to be an important technology driver for wireless 
networks of the future.  Cognitive radios will enable wireless devices to flexibly create many different 
kinds of communication links depending on required performance and spectrum/interference constraints. 
These links will become an integral part of the next generation Internet, especially as many wireless 
network architectures, such as mesh networks, are being proposed as alternative backbone infrastructures. 
Architecturally, waveform agility enables the concept of a definable link, as opposed to the conventional 
notion of simple, fixed links. In other words, a link is no longer just an input to the topology and the 
algorithms that operate on the topology (e.g. OSPF). It is a variable, a parameter that can be controlled as 
necessary by the protocols. Topology control, i.e. control of which nodes should be able to communicate 
as well as how they should communicate, should also be an integral part of the architecture.  
 

5.10 Economic Incentives 
Incentive policies are required to make opportunistic networking work using third party nodes as store 
and forwarders. In a world of “constellations” and dynamically changing connectivity in urban and “mall” 
areas, it will be beneficial to exploit neighbors’ resources for a number of services (data forwarding, data 
ferrying, information stations, etc). However, by helping the neighbor incurs a cost in terms of energy 
consumption, increased load, throughput reduction and security risk. There should be some form of 
incentive ranging from credits to micro payments to facilitate this type of cooperation.  Similar incentives 
may be used to encourage cooperative sharing of radio spectrum. 

6 Deployment Strategies for Future Wireless Networks 
A number of new mobile/wireless/sensor service requirements and protocol features have been discussed 
in Sec 5.  This list of potential enhancements to the network protocol is just a first step – each of these 
proposals and their specific implementation needs to be analyzed in terms of anticipated cost/benefit and 
protocol performance.  Those items which survive careful scrutiny may be appropriate for further 
implementation in prototype wireless/sensor edge networks that connect to the existing or future Internet 
for end-to-end experiments.  Several deployment options may be considered, taking into account the fact 
that the global Internet is inherently hierarchical in terms of access (edge), regional and national/global 
networks with protocols to support aggregation of routing information and traffic at the boundaries.  The 
first option (shown in Fig. 2 below) for deployment with the least impact on the regional and national 
Internet is to develop an “IP+w” or “IP+s” specification customized for wireless or sensor access 
networks, with a suitable “border router” at the interface to the legacy Internet.  This approach (which has 
been adopted in the past for mobile IP and for ad hoc MANET specifications in the IETF) has certain 
advantages with respect to legacy networks, but suffers from potential gateway processing bottlenecks 
and difficulties with end-to-end services involving existing servers, etc.    
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Fig. 2.  Deployment of future wireless-specific IP access network with legacy backbone 

The second deployment approach under consideration is the overlay network [PLA, Pet04], shown in Fig. 
3 below.  In this approach, new wireless/mobile access networks are interconnected by a global overlay 
network with wireless-specific features such as location services and attribute-based address resolution.  
The overlay network uses IP tunnels for basic transport and can thus reuse the existing Internet as its 
underlying infrastructure.  The overlay approach has many advantages including the ability to rapidly roll 
out fundamentally new network services with modest investment and the fact that each network can be 
customized to meet a specific application need.  The main drawbacks are the increased packet overhead, 
processing complexity and latency from the addition of a new networking layer, and the fact that multiple 
overlays may lead down the path of fragmenting networks by application category, thus reducing 
“network effect” benefits associated with a single Internet API.  The overlay approach is quite feasible for 
many of the new mobile or sensor related services discussed in Sec 5, and may be the most pragmatic way 
to experiment with significantly new functionality in regional and core networks. It is noted that 
implementation of some end-to-end service features (e.g. cross-layer transport) may require the existence 
of a separate global control and management plane for low-level link and node status information. 

 
 

Fig. 3.  Deployment of new wireless/sensor access network with overlay global backbone 

The third approach to deployment (shown in Fig. 4) is based on a complete replacement of both the 
wireless/sensor access network and the global Internet with a single new end-to-end architecture.  This 
approach has the highest cost and risk, but also has the greatest potential for an optimized, lightweight 
networking solution that is responsive to emerging needs.  As with earlier attempts to replace large 
systems with new ones, this approach has the risk of being marginalized by Internet evolution and legacy 
staying power.  A key challenge in building experimental systems of this sort is the design of 
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programmable network elements (both wired and wireless) that are not constrained to any particular 
packet format or addressing structure.   

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Revolutionary deployment of new wireless/sensor access network and global Internet backbone 
 
 

7 Experimental Infrastructure for Wireless Network Research: 
One of the breakout panels at the WMPG workshop focused on identifying experimental infrastructure 
necessary to support research on the future Internet.  The proposed experimental infrastructure should be 
designed to incorporate a wide range of wireless networking capabilities in order to provide experimenters 
with access to emerging radio technologies and sensor applications, which are becoming increasingly 
important at the Internet edge.  In addition, such wireless/sensor testbeds should be integrated with a 
flexible wide-area wired network infrastructure that can be used to study architecture and protocol ideas 
in an end-to-end sense.  The design objective for wireless networks mirrors that of the wired core 
network, i.e. the ability to support experimental flexibility with new protocol concepts in a variety of 
controlled and real-world scenarios.  The concept of a large-scale experimental network with innovative 
programmability and virtualization features described in a related NSF study entitled “Overcoming 
Barriers to Disruptive Innovation in Networking” [Pet05] is considered appropriate for this purpose. 
 
Network programmability and virtualization are two important features to be considered in the design of 
experimental wireless networks under consideration.  Programmability refers to the experimenter’s ability 
to program various radio nodes and network elements to run protocols and software supplied by the user.  
The user should also be able to select run-time, measurement parameters and network topology in a 
flexible manner.  Virtualization refers to the ability of the system to experimental network to 
simultaneously support more than one “virtual network” or protocol implementation.  Virtualization in 
wired networks has been demonstrated in PlanetLab [PLA], generally involving the concept of 
partitioning of node and link resources (“slices”) in a non-overlapping manner between multiple virtual 
networks.  Similar concepts can be applied to wireless networks taking care to account for shared-media 
interactions between wireless links and nodes.  The degree of virtualization that can be practicably 
achieved depends on the hardware platforms used and the specific wireless networking scenario under 
consideration. 
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7.1 Techniques for Flexible Experimental Wireless Networks 
Wireless technology has progressed significantly during the last decade, both in terms of quantitative 
Moore’s law improvements (from ~10 Kbps to 100 Mbps and higher) and qualitative capabilities 
(compact sensors, ad-hoc radios, etc.).   Flexible and programmable components are essential for building 
future networks with yet-to-be-determined protocols and changing wireless technology.  In this section, 
we describe some examples of emerging wireless technology components that can be used to build 
flexible experimental networks. 

7.1.1 Open API Radios 
A general-purpose experimental wireless network should be based on the concept of a single radio API 
that provides uniform services across different radio technologies.  The API supports both data transfer 
(packets) and a control interface for transfer of radio control and measurement (see Fig. 5, which also 
shows an example implementation of an open API radio card that provides this type of capability), or may 
be multiplexed over a single base protocol in other cases.   

 
Figure 5  Open API Radio and Rice University Prototype 

 
A general-purpose experimental wireless network may be expected to include a range of short range 
radios (such as Bluetooth, Zigbee, Mote), medium range radios (such as 802.11a,b,g or 802.11n) and 
long-range radios (such as WCDMA, CDMA2000, WiMax and new OFDM/MIMO alternatives).  The 
panel believes that a critical task for the experimental wireless research community is the development of 
open API implementations for a representative set of these radios including 802.11x, UMTS and WiMax.  
Cooperative agreements with chip vendors along with new firmware/driver development work will be 
required in order to achieve this objective. 

7.1.2 Cognitive Radio 

Software radios are quickly emerging as the platform of choice for future wireless communications 
systems, from commercial [VAN] to open source [GNU] to military [JOI]. In a software radio, many 
signal processing functions such as modulation, coding, and spreading are done in software. This enables 
agile radios - a software radio that uses its flexibility to dynamically change waveform characteristics and 
behavior in response to instruction and even cognitive radios - radios that know about their capabilities, 
internal state and the spectrum environment to opportunistically communicate (without explicit 
instruction) using the best combination of transceiver parameters [Mi99]. The trend is clearly toward an 
increasing flexibility, agility and autonomy in the selection of wireless communication waveforms. 
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The idea of a cognitive radio extends the concepts of a hardware radio and a software defined radio (SDR) 
from a simple, single function device to a radio that senses and reacts to its operating environment. A 
cognitive radio incorporates multiple sources of information, determines its current operating settings, and 
collaborates with other cognitive radios in a wireless network. Some features of cognitive radio networks 
include: (1) spectrum sensing and scanning for interference analysis and to find spectrum gaps; (2) policy 
and configuration databases to determine radio capabilities and regional rules of use; (3) adaptive 
algorithms capable of reacting to measured radio signals, adhering to policy constraints and negotiating 
with peers to best utilize spectrum and meet user demands; and (4) distributed control by which radios can 
communicate with each other to exchange control information, and where appropriate, form collaborative 
peer networks to avoid destructive interference [Ray05]. 
Cognitive Radio Platforms: The cognitive radio outlined above requires new hardware platforms and 
related software capable of implementing flexible operation at radio physical, data link and MAC layers.  
Cognitive radio platforms for research are currently being developed at several organizations including 
Utah [GNU], University of Kansas [Mi05] and Rutgers University [Ac04], and these boards are expected 
to become available for early experimental work in 2006-07 (see Fig 6). The panel believes that cognitive 
radios represent an important component for the future Internet in view of their flexibility and 
performance, and should therefore be included in a large-scale experimental network implementation 
plan.   

 
Figure 6 Examples of cognitive/SDR platforms under development with NSF research funding 

 
7.1.3 Virtualization of Wireless MAC 

A virtual network, such as PlanetLab [PLA], uses single hardware instances and virtualizes the single 
hardware instance to allow multiple applications or simulated networks to use the hardware. Unlike 
traditional virtual networks, the problems are more significant in wireless networks because the 
performance and characteristics of wireless networks are greatly influenced by their MAC and PHY 
layers. Recent research indicates that it is feasible to build inexpensive, virtualized wireless interface that 
can also be used for efficient overlay networks for experiments at the MAC layer; this could be extended 
to virtualized physical layers but at considerable additional cost and effort. The structure of the proposed 
MultiMAC approach is shown in the following diagram. 
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Fig 7.  Architecture for virtualization of wireless MAC layer 

The software is based on a software layer, SoftMAC, which provides software control over a specific 
wireless network hardware interface made by the Atheros Corp. The basic SoftMAC layer can be 
extended to create MultiMAC. As illustrated in the Fig 7, MultiMAC allows the concurrent use of 
multiple SoftMAC implementations. Packets are received using a common PHY layer implemented by 
the underlying radio and are then presented to the different MAC layers.  The resulting MultiMAC 
implementation can be used to build both virtualized and overlay wireless networks at the MAC layer, 
and to do so using commodity hardware, although on a limited set of computing platforms (the source for 
the wireless driver is needed). This means that virtualization can be used both in testbeds and for 
operational network deployments. Likewise, rather than resorting to ad-hoc wireless overlays to effect 
new network functionality, such as in the paper [Ra05], it is possible to directly implement the desired 
functionality. 

7.1.4 Wireless Network Monitoring and Measurement 
Wireless networks introduce numerous challenges that make measurement significantly more complex 
than that of wired networks.  Some of these factors include the time- and space-variability of the wireless 
channel, the need to simultaneously measure and correlate physical-layer, link-layer and network-layer 
performance, the difficulty of establishing universal metrics, and the fact that available wireless 
equipment or networks used may not provide access to necessary parameters.  Typical radio 
measurements of interest include parameters such as RSSI (radio signal strength indicator), link quality 
(packet error rate), MAC congestion indicator, link throughputs and overall node throughput. From an 
implementation standpoint, wireless network measurements create significant overhead which can affect 
the outcome of the experiment being performed if the data is carried over the wireless medium.  This 
implies the need for either a wired backhaul from each experimental radio node or an out-of-band wireless 
measurement infrastructure based on independent radio sensors.  For example, in the ORBIT radio grid 
the measurement library gathers data for each radio node using a Gigabit Ethernet wired connection 
[Si05].  In another experimental system DIMSUMnet [Bu05], field data is collected by an independent 
array of spectrum sensors operating in a different frequency band.  A second approach to wireless 
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measurements in dense deployments is to leverage self-reporting by mobile devices in the field.  As the 
number of mobile devices grows, this technique is expected to provide reasonably good measurements 
across space and time.  An approach which has been used with some success in 802.11 networks with 
Prism radios is that of piggybacking measurement information along with data packets by modifying 
drivers associated with commercial wireless cards [Ye04].   
 
Wireless measurements are useful not only from a network management perspective, but may also be 
made available to end-users to facilitate service selection in a heterogeneous environment.    For example, 
the concept of a “spectrum server” has been proposed to facilitate shared usage of unlicensed band 
spectrum [Ma04].  In this approach, an Internet-based spectrum server gathers radio signal strength and 
location measurements and makes this available for possible coordination among users.  Another method 
under investigation is the “wireless network repository” which stores service availability and quality 
information at various levels of spatial and temporal granularity.  Users of the system may use this 
information to select among service providers or to optimize application performance. 
 
7.1.5 Emulation and Simulation Testbeds for Wireless 
Research on wireless networks faces a unique challenge of conducting efficient, repeatable experiments 
which are reasonably close to real world environments.  Extensive simulation methods have been 
developed by the research community over the past 10-15 years, including network simulators, such as 
ns-2, and these can be used for early stage research.  For more realistic experimentation, emulators have 
been proposed as a means for evaluating complete network protocol stacks with real platforms, while 
avoiding the complexities of physical world deployment. Several wireless network emulation testbeds are 
currently under development under the NSF Network Research Testbeds (NRT) project initiated in 2003. 
These include the WhyNet hybrid simulator/emulator at UCLA [WHY], the Emulab emulation testbed at 
Utah [EMU] and the ORBIT radio grid testbed at Rutgers [ORB, Ray05]. Each of these systems provides 
useful capabilities for experimental research on future wireless networks. In particular, WhyNet provides 
the ability to integrate network simulation with a variety of hardware PHY’s, while Emulab and ORBIT 
support complex network emulation in real-time.  Emulab has extensive wired + wireless facilities, while 
ORBIT is oriented towards large-scale ad-hoc, pervasive system and sensor net scenarios with up to 400 
radio nodes.  
 

7.2 Wireless Networking Platforms 
A number of wireless platforms ranging from sensors to radio routers are required to build a wireless 
network.  Design objectives for wireless platforms include: 

 Designs should support multiple radios technologies (as “plug in”), provide open API’s to 
layers 1-3 (radio, MAC and network), and have a common open-source software 
framework. 

 Network nodes should support software download, multiple protocols and interoperate 
with virtualized network nodes used in core infrastructure. 

 Network nodes should support remote monitoring and rebooting features – important for 
network operation and management of devices to be used in the field. 

 
To simplify development, experimental systems for wireless network research should use a modular 
building block approach with hardware components that include commercial mobile platforms, embedded 
CPU boards, switching hardware, plug-in radio modules and remote monitoring/control modules. All 
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these components (with the possible exception of certain embedded sensor devices) share a common 
software model based on open-source Linux with unified radio API’s.   
 
The following wireless platforms may be considered for experimental wireless networks: 

1. Embedded wireless sensors (small, low-power devices with integrated computing, 
communication and sensing) with built-in radios such as Mote [CRO], Zigbee (see Fig 8.).  
These devices will generally be used with a lightweight operating system such as TinyOS, and 
as a result may have limited flexibility for multiple applications.  Virtualization of multiple 
protocols on a single sensor is not considered practicable due to compute resource limitations; 
however, different sets of sensors can be used with spatial redundancy for multiple virtual 
networks. 

 

 
 

Figure 8  Sensor and Mobile Computing Platforms 
 

2. Mobile computing devices (commercially available laptops, PDA’s and cell phones) with 
external plug-in radios such as 802.11 or UMTS [UNI]/WiMax.  A fully integrated cell phone 
platform will also be used for end-user applications.  Note that the “open API” Linux driver 
for 802.11, 3G, WiMax or other radios represents a critical component for flexible wireless 
testbeds and larger scale experimental networks (see Fig 8.).  Virtualization of these devices is 
possible (for example, using dual-radio cards and orthogonal frequency assignment), but the 
resulting resource assignment complexity may be avoided in favor of spatial redundancy, i.e. 
different devices for each network protocol being studied. 

 
3. Generic radio access point or forwarding nodes with dual network interfaces – see Fig. 9.  This 

is an internal network element with the capability of bridging or routing between multiple 
radios (for example, IEEE802.11b to 3G/UMTS) or between a radio link and wired network 
(for example, between 802.11b and Ethernet), and can thus be used as a general-purpose ad-
hoc routing node, sensor gateway or wireless access point.  The dual radio node used in the 
ORBIT testbed or the Intel Stargate [STA] board are examples of such platforms.  Network 
virtualization across multiple radio technologies or a single radio technology and multiple 
frequencies is readily achieved with this platform. 
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Figure 9 Radio Access Point/Forwarding Node and Radio Router Platforms 

 
4. Radio router with switching fabric and multiple radio and wired ports – see Fig. 8.  This is a 

more general realization of the radio forwarding node described in (3) above, with the 
capability of supporting multiple radio and wired interfaces using a switching fabric for 
interconnect and separate CPU board for protocol processing.   As for the AP/forwarding 
node, this platform can support virtual networks using multiple radio technologies or via non-
interfering frequency assignments.  

 

7.3 End-to-End Software Architecture 
The end-to-end software architecture of an open-access wireless network integrated with a flexible wired 
network testbed is outlined in Fig. 10.  As shown in the figure, there are control, data and 
management/monitoring functions which are implemented on logically separate “planes” in the network.  
These planes may use separate virtual networks where available 
 
Each radio node runs a single control program along with one or more experimental protocols for each 
virtualized network to be studied.  Experiment control including code downloading is processed through a 
“node handler” service in the network.  Once it is loaded onto the specified platform, the experimental 
protocol runs through the same radio API and interfaces with corresponding modules on radio routers, 
access points or edge routers.  Management and data collection is handled by a separate service in the 
network, and is preferably associated with an independent control interface (via an Ethernet or DSL cable 
or general-purpose cellular data networks such as GPRS) that can be used for remote diagnostics, 
rebooting, etc.  Further work will be needed on harmonizing the wireless software architecture with 
experimental wired network infrastructures to ensure end-to-end operation with a single user experiment 
interface. 
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Figure 10 End-to-end software architecture 
 

 

7.4 Experimental Wireless Networks 
Recognizing that many new Internet application concepts involve wireless-end user devices and sensors, 
the panel recommends research infrastructure that will be equipped to support flexible experimentation in 
a variety of realistic wireless networking scenarios – see Fig. 11.  Specific wireless network scenarios that 
may be considered for implementation in conjunction with a research infrastructure initiative for the 
future Internet include: 
 

 
Figure 11 Experimental Wireless Networks for Future Internet Research - Overview 

 
7.4.1 Wireless emulation and simulation  
Wireless emulation and simulation environments that provide facilities for repeatable protocol validation 
studies of a quantitative nature – see Fig. 12.  Several large-scale emulation and simulation testbeds have 
previously been developed with NSF funding and are currently in operation – these include the ORBIT, 
Emulab and WhyNet testbeds.  
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Figure 12 Integration of Existing NSF Wireless Testbeds into Future Internet Research Network 

 
Research topics being studied using these emulators and simulators include ad-hoc network protocols, 
networks with heterogeneous radio PHY, large-scale sensor networks, wireless security scenarios and 
mobile multimedia applications.  Existing NSF wireless testbeds should be integrated with the proposed 
wide-area future Internet infrastructure in order to facilitate end-to-end experimentation with new 
protocols.  Integration will involve modification of existing control and user support software in each of 
these testbeds to a common experimental network usage model.  Each of the existing testbeds provides 
support for experimental flexibility and some level of network virtualization, and these will need to be 
harmonized to work with the proposed future Internet system. 
 
7.4.2 Urban 802.11-based mesh/ad-hoc network 
Urban 802.11-based mesh/ad-hoc network designed to support real-world protocol experience with 
emerging short-range radios – see Fig. 13. Ad-hoc mesh networks represent an important area of current 
research and technology development activity, and have the promise of providing lower-cost solutions for 
broadband access, particularly in medium- and high-density urban areas.  While protocols for ad-hoc 
mesh networks have been maturing, the research community has limited field experience with large-scale 
systems and application development.   Research topics to be addressed using experimental wireless 
networks of this type include ad-hoc network discovery and self-organization, integration of ad-hoc 
routing with core network routing, cross-layer protocol implementations, MAC layer enhancements for 
ad-hoc,  supporting broadband media QoS, impact of mobility on ad-hoc network performance and real-
world, location-aware application studies.  The proposed ad-hoc mesh network would consist of ~1000 
open API radio routers/forwarding nodes densely deployed in one or more urban areas or campus settings 
with coverage area ~10 Sq-Km.  A typical node would be installed at ~8m height using available lighting 
poles or other utilities, and will have electrical power and a remote management interface.  Nodes in the 
network would be programmable in terms of layer 2 and layer 3 protocols and will support applicable 
forms of virtualization corresponding to specific platforms used. 
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Figure 13 Deployment Concept for Ad-Hoc Mesh Network 
 
7.4.3 Wide-area suburban wireless network  
Wide-area suburban wireless network with open-access 3G/WiMax radios for wide-area coverage along 
with short-range 802.11 radios for hotspot and hybrid service models – see Fig 14.  This wireless scenario 
is of particular importance for the future Internet as cellular phone and data devices are expected to 
migrate from vertical protocol stacks such as GSM, CDMA and 3G towards an open Internet protocol 
model.  Experimental research on future cellular networks and their integration into the Internet is 
currently restricted by the lack of open systems that can support new types of protocols and applications.  
Research topics to be studied using the proposed experimental network include transport-layer protocols 
for cellular, mobility support in the future Internet, 3G/WLAN handover, multicasting and broadcasting, 
security in “4G” networks, information caching/media delivery, and location-aware services. A typical 
experimental network would include ~10 open API 3G or WiMax base station routers along with ~100 
802.11 forwarding nodes and access points covering a suburban area of about 50 Sq-km. 3G nodes will 
need to be mounted at heights of ~30m or higher on buildings or towers, while 802.11 nodes will be  at 
~8m on utility poles, etc.  Both 3G/WiMax and 802.11 nodes in the network will support flexible 
programming of layer 2 and layer 3 protocols, and will also support applicable forms of virtualization. 

 

 
 

Figure 14 Deployment Concept for Open API Wide-Area Wireless Network 
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7.4.4 Sensor networks  
Sensor networks capable of supporting research on both protocols and applications – see Fig. 15.  Since 
the design of a sensor network tends to be somewhat application specific, we recommend providing 
necessary wireless infrastructure, leveraging either urban 802.11 mesh networks or wide-area suburban 
wireless networks listed above, along with a “sensor deployment kit” consisting of network gateways 
(from sensor radios to 802.11 or cellular), sensor modules and related platform software.  Research topics 
to be studied using experimental sensor net systems include general-purpose sensor network protocol 
stacks, data aggregation, power efficiency, scaling and hierarchies, information processing, platform 
hardware/software optimization, real-time, closed-loop sensor control applications, vehicular, smart space 
and other applications.   

 
Figure 15 Deployment Concept for Sensor Networks 

 
Specific sensor deployments in areas such as environmental monitoring, security, traffic control, vehicular 
safety or smart spaces should be solicited through a proposal process leading to selection of 2-3 large-
scale sensor net projects.  Each sensor net application is expected to involve up to 1000 sensors and 100 
network gateways.  The low-tier sensor nodes interface with a gateway typically at distances ~10m or 
less, while gateways would in turn connect to either 802.11 or cellular nodes with commensurate 
coverage areas.  Both sensors and gateways will support flexible programming of protocols used, but the 
smaller sensor devices may be limited to a single networking protocol at one time due to CPU and other 
constraints.  Sensor gateways will support network virtualization using multiple radio frequencies or via 
spatial segregation, as discussed earlier. 
 
7.4.5 Cognitive radio network  
Cognitive radio networks intended as an advanced technology demonstrator with focus on building 
adaptive, spectrum-efficient systems with emerging programmable radios – see Fig. 16.  The emerging 
cognitive radio scenario is of current interest to both policy makers and technologists because of the 
potential for order-of-magnitude gains in spectral efficiency and network performance.  NSF and industry 
funded R&D projects aimed at developing cognitive radio platforms are currently in progress and are 
expected to lead to equipment that can be used for field-deployable experimental networks in the 2007-08 
time-frame.  Protocol research to be supported with the planned experimental system includes discovery 
and self-organization, cross-layer protocols for PHY adaptation, cooperation and competition 
mechanisms, spectrum etiquette procedures, and cognitive radio hardware/software performance 
optimization.  
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Figure 16 Deployment Concept for Cognitive Radio Demonstrator Network 
 

A typical trial cognitive radio deployment would be in a suburban/medium-density coverage area ~50 Sq-
Km with the objective of demonstrating and evaluating this technology as an alternative to available 
cellular and hybrid cellular/WLAN solutions.   Deployment of this system also involves construction of a 
distributed spectrum measurement infrastructure along with centralized spectrum coordination resources 
(such as spectrum broker, spectrum server).  A new wideband experimental spectrum allocation would 
also be required to support this trial network. 
 
7.4.6 Wireless networks as core Internet infrastructure  
Wireless networks as core Internet infrastructure using radio routers and emerging WiMax or MIMO 
802.11 extended range wireless physical layers – see Fig 17.  The focus of this experimental system 
would be on the use of wireless technologies for rapidly deployable and robust Internet infrastructure.  
Wireless core networks of this type are of particular interest as a building block for emergency response 
systems.  Research topics to be studied using this experimental network include use of MIMO/directional 
antennas and WiMax, super high-speed wireless data link protocols, self-organization and network 
topology adaptation, integration with wired network protocols, spectrum efficiency studies, comparison 
with wired network solutions for robust/ emergency infrastructure application. In this case, a typical 
experimental wireless network would consist of a total of ~20 wireless routers including ~5 with 
interfaces to Tier 1 Internet points-of-presence.  Each radio router would have software flexibility and 
virtualization features.   
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Figure 17   Experimental Wireless Core Network for Internet Infrastructure 
 
In addition to the above six experimental networks, several Internet based network services will be 
required to support experimentation – these include location, spectrum coordination and sensor address 
resolution services. 
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8 Roadmap for Future Wireless Network Research 
This document has presented a rationale for research on future wireless networks and the Internet as a 
whole, along with general discussions on requirements, architecture and experimental infrastructure.  
Panelists at the WMPG workshop believe that design, analysis, implementation and validation of future 
wireless networks and their integration with the global Internet represents a major challenge for our 
research community.  

Technical challenges related to network protocol design are summarized in Sec 4, and include topics such 
as naming and addressing, integrating location, self-organization, cross-layer protocols, cognitive radio 
support, security/privacy, and sensor net features (such as content-awareness, lightweight protocols and 
data integrity).   Each of these topics is being studied by the research community under NSF CNS 
programs such as NeTS, but most results are presented in isolation for self-contained wireless or sensor 
networks.  Looking ahead, it would be important to incorporate end-to-end networking considerations in 
terms of the interface to the wide-area network (both data and control) and clearer specification of the 
protocols used.  As discussed in Sec 6, there are several options for deploying new wireless network 
protocols including IP evolution, overlays or clean-slate architectures.  It would be of interest to evaluate 
cost/performance trade-offs for each of these scenarios and to propose specific protocols that can be used 
as input by those working on end-to-end network protocols, whether IP extensions, overlays or new 
concepts.  

The single most popular area for wireless networking research during the past 10 years has been ad hoc 
network routing.  Considerable progress has been made on this topic, and focus needs to shift to broader 
problems associated with ad hoc networking, such as discovery and topology optimization, or the 
interaction between medium access control and routing.  Since most wireless medium access protocols 
were originally designed for a star topology, it may be appropriate to examine fundamental changes to 
medium access control protocols for the multi-hop ad hoc network environment.  An open research issue 
in ad hoc networking that needs further resolution is that of cross-layer protocol design.  This topic has 
been studied for a few years, and early results on cooperative physical layers, PHY-aware routing, joint 
MAC/routing algorithms, etc. have demonstrated the potential for significant performance improvements.  
However, this is at the expense of protocol complexity and difficulties with carrying lower-layer protocol 
information across the network.  There is a real need for more specific cross-layer protocol designs along 
with validation of performance and overhead on an end-to-end basis. 

The topic of location-aware networking is an important theme for the future Internet.  Several panelists 
agree that introducing location capabilities is an important goal not just for wireless edge networks but for 
the Internet as a whole.  Research is needed to determine the protocol framework for providing location 
awareness – for example, are overlay services sufficient for this purpose, or should the networking 
protocol support a geographic routing mode?  Also needed are underlying methods for location 
determination using available radio signal measurements, GPS and other technologies. 

Adaptive networks of cognitive radios represent a major new challenge for the wireless research 
community.  Emerging cognitive radio technologies provide a great deal of flexibility right down to the 
physical layer, making it possible to build highly adaptive networks that share spectrum efficiently and 
achieve significant improvements networking performance when compared with today’s technology.  
New protocols and algorithms are needed for spectrum coordination, resource discovery, physical layer 
negotiation, network bootstrap and topology management.  As with the cross-layer protocols mentioned 
above, specific cognitive network protocols need to be evaluated in context of end-to-end networking 
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scenarios.  Progress on cognitive radio will require extensive experimental validation in addition to design 
and simulation work. 

In the area of sensor networking, the past 5 years have produced a significant body of research results that 
serve as a foundation for future Internet research.  In particular, sensor network research has shifted from 
abstract consideration of ad hoc routing and energy efficiency issues to more complete hierarchical 
systems integrated with the Internet.  At the same time, application-specific implementations have 
revealed a number of important design issues such as in-network processing and content-aware services.  
There is a need for generalized sensor network protocol designs along with end-to-end service/API 
models similar in spirit to the widely used TCP/IP socket.  Closed loop, real-time sensor/actuator systems 
represent an important new thrust for sensor network research – these networks will require low latency 
and tight integration with Internet services that result in new protocol design considerations.  As with the 
other scenarios discussed above, more consideration should be given to end-to-end protocol design issues 
at both network and higher layers.   

Security and privacy issues for mobile/wireless and sensor network scenarios remains an important 
research focus for the community.  It is recognized that as wireless networks proliferate, they will provide 
the easiest point of entry for security attacks ranging from eavesdropping to denial-of-service, and hence 
the wireless security problem takes on an added importance for the Internet as a whole.  Research on 
security in distributed wireless networks (such as ad hoc or sensor networks) is still at an early stage, and 
significant effort is needed to build authentication, encryption and other security features into the 
protocols adopted rather than fix problems when they arise later.  An important area for future work is the 
problem of decentralized trust models required to address the increasingly heterogeneous and distributed 
nature of wireless networks.  Solutions for denial of service attacks in wireless networks that take into 
account the open nature of the radio channel (for both attacker and defender) are worth pursuing further.  
Sensor network security issues include problems of verifying data integrity in a distributed and physically 
accessible network environment.  Privacy in wireless and sensor networks is another critical new area as it 
relates to fundamental social impact and acceptability of emerging location-aware network technologies. 

The WMPG panel’s discussions also focused on experimental research aspects considered critical to 
sustainable advances in this field.  It is noted that the wireless research community has made significant 
progress with experimental research in the past 3-5 years due in part to support from NSF programs such 
as Network Research Testbeds (NRT) and NeTS.  The NSF community has recently produced a number 
of notable results both with core radio network technologies as well as with network emulators, testbeds 
and field systems.  Taken together, these experimental initiatives have had a remarkable impact on 
research culture with numerous papers and thesis projects based on prototyping and testbed/field 
evaluation rather than simulation.  The community is encouraged to share experimental resources 
(platform designs, driver source code, measurement software, etc.) so as to create a critical mass 
capability for wireless networking research.  Taking stock of current capabilities, it is clear that 802.11x 
based experimental capabilities are now relatively widespread, and researchers also have access to large 
scale shared testbeds such as ORBIT.  Similarly, experimentation with sensor nets has been enabled by 
wide distribution of the Mote platform, and a number of shared sensor net testbeds (such as Motelab or 
ENL) have become available for general use.  At the same time, significant progress has been made with 
application-specific field trials, such as the CENS/UCLA projects on environmental monitoring. 

Future experimental work on wireless networking should leverage existing testbed and platform resources 
to validate protocol designs and evaluate end-to-end networking issues.  Since much of the existing 
experimental base is with 802.11 or Mote radios, there is a need to develop open API platforms with other 
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radio technologies such as Zigbee, WiMax or 3G.  In particular, it is important that open API platforms be 
developed for wide-area radios, such as WiMax or 3G, in order to close the gap between research and 
practice.  Significant opportunities for new networking concepts and applications exist for hybrid 
networks with both wide-area and short-range radios directly connected to the Internet, free from vertical 
protocol stacks associated with today’s cellular systems.  Another important core technology target is the 
cognitive radio platform which may be expected to emerge from a number of ongoing research projects 
funded by NSF and DARPA.  Even after initial hardware alternatives are evaluated, considerable research 
effort will be needed to develop software frameworks and the necessary protocols for cognitive radio 
networks.  Collaborative efforts will be required for critical mass projects in this new technology area.  A 
related experimental goal is that of dynamic spectrum measurement and management.  While some 
projects have been started in this area, much remains to be done to establish the feasibility of agile radio 
and adaptive networking concepts in dense deployments.   

Clearly, the next major step for experimental wireless research is the establishment of large-scale field 
trial systems similar to those proposed in Sec 7.  The WMPG panel feels that the research community 
should make an attempt to go beyond controlled testbeds to develop large-scale field trial systems for in-
depth validation of emerging protocols and algorithms for mobile, wireless and sensor networks.  These 
wireless field systems should connect to a flexible experimental infrastructure for end-to-end networking 
studies and application development.  Some topics related to large-scale experimental research include 
development of flexible radio platforms, implementation of virtualization and overlays on wireless 
networks, programmability and end-to-end software models, network management and remote 
monitoring/control, spectrum measurement, and protocol performance measurement across various layers.  
Since large-scale experimental networks require major investments in infrastructure, the community is 
encouraged to collaborate and consolidate resources with other research communities including those 
working on end-to-end network protocols, distributed computing and optical networks. 

 

9 Summary of Major Findings and Recommendations 
9.1 Major Findings 
Wireless, mobile and sensor devices will drive fundamental transformation of the Internet:  Continuing 
proliferation of wireless laptops, cell phones, PDA’s, sensors, media players and other new consumer 
devices will have a fundamental impact on the Internet architecture.  In 2015, there will be billions of 
wireless devices on the Internet and these will certainly outnumber wired PC’s used for most of today’s 
applications.  Future applications based on mobile devices and sensors will involve the integration of 
physical-world people, objects and events with the data and computing on the Internet and will lead to a 
very different set of networking requirements. 

Emerging wireless scenarios can be classified into three general categories: mobile data, ad-hoc nets and 
sensor nets:  These three scenarios cover a broad range of application environments such as cellular data 
services, WiFi hot-spots, Infostations, mobile peer-to-peer, ad-hoc mesh networks for broadband access, 
vehicular networks, sensor networks and pervasive systems.  These wireless application scenarios lead to 
a rich diversity of networking requirements for the future Internet that need to be analyzed and validated 
experimentally. 

Future wireless network architecture requirements distilled from the above scenarios are: 
1. Naming and addressing flexibility with a clean separation of name and routable address. 
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2. Mobility support which provides for dynamic migration of end-users, network elements such as routers, 
and ad hoc clusters. 
3. Location services that provide communicating entities with information on geographic position. 
4. Self-organization and discovery for rapid formation of networks in a distributed environment 
5. Security and privacy considerations that take into account node mobility and the open nature of the 
wireless channel. 
6. Decentralized management for remote monitoring, configuration and control of distributed and 
heterogeneous wireless networks. 
7. Cross-layer protocol support for optimization of communications performance in complex radio 
environments with link layer adaptation and with integrated design of physical, MAC and routing 
protocols. 
8. Sensor network integration that supports lightweight and power efficient sensor operation, including 
data aggregation, content awareness and in-network programming models. 
9. Cognitive radio support with dynamic negotiation of link parameters and opportunistic ad hoc 
formation of adaptive wireless networks. 
10. Economic incentives to encourage efficient sharing of spectrum resources and for ad hoc forwarding 
between peers. 
 
Several alternative approaches for deployment of new network services can be identified: Options range 
from evolution of IP, top-down transformation of the network via protocol overlay, to bottom-up 
replacement of the IP layer and protocols above.  Overlays are considered to be a promising approach to 
transforming the network without requiring complete replacement of the network infrastructure.  Large-
scale experimental studies with real users and applications will be needed to evaluate the effectiveness of 
these deployment strategies. 

Future wireless network protocols will require extensive experimental evaluation under realistic 
conditions:  Wireless systems involve real-world mobility and channel impairments which are difficult to 
model via simulation, so that there is an important need for real-world testbeds for validation, comparison 
and competitive selection of new protocol ideas.  Existing wireless research testbeds do not support 
evaluation of large-scale networks in real-world settings, motivating construction of a new generation of 
flexible experimental wireless systems connected to a suitable wide-area network research infrastructure. 

Several enabling technologies and methods for building flexible wireless systems are becoming available 
for building flexible experimental wireless networks: Flexible experimental networks require 
programmability of radio physical layer, medium access control and higher layer protocols along with 
tools for debugging and measurement.  Recent work on wireless testbeds and platforms has led to the 
availability of several key technologies for building flexible systems.  These include 

- soft MAC for virtualization of wireless networks 
- cognitive radio technology for flexible PHY layers 
- platform hardware and software for general purpose sensor node, ad-hoc node and radio 

router/access point 
- measurement techniques for wireless networks 
- wireless network data repository 
- wireless network emulators and simulators 

A number of specific experimental wireless networks are recommended in support of future network 
protocol and applications research:  Research on future wireless network protocols and their integration 
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with the global Internet requires coverage of several emerging mobile computing, ad-hoc and sensor 
network scenarios.  Realistic, large-scale deployments in urban or suburban environments are required to 
adequately evaluate emerging wireless networking protocols, as well as to facilitate applications research.  
Access to state-of-the-art simulation and emulation facilities is also considered to be a useful supplement 
to real-world experimental systems.  Specific concepts for experimental wireless networks include: 

- Wireless emulation testbeds integrated with future Internet research network 
- Urban ad hoc mesh network with ~1000 radio nodes in a dense city deployment 
- Suburban wide area network with open access 3G/WiMax and 802.11 hot spots 
- Cognitive radio technology demonstrator 
- Application specific sensor network deployments (in conjunction with urban mesh) 
- Wireless infrastructure for the Internet backbone 

 

9.2 Recommendations 
Recommendation 1:  Recognize that the Internet will undergo a fundamental transformation over the next 
10-15 years, and invest in research programs aimed at creating technical foundations for the future 
network. 

Panelists at the WMPG workshop feel that the Internet will be fundamentally transformed by emerging 
wireless, mobile and sensor network applications that will enable people to view and interact with the 
physical world around them.  TCP/IP protocols used in today’s Internet do not provide the necessary tools 
for efficient application development and need to be redesigned and possibly replaced with a new 
generation of Internet protocols both at the edge and on an end-to-end basis.  Disruptive innovation in 
future Internet architectures and protocols will require sustained NSF and other research investment 
aimed at creating the necessary technical foundations including network analysis, architecture, protocol 
design, prototype implementation and operational experience. 

Recommendation 2:  Increase research focus on central network architecture questions related to future 
mobile, wireless and sensor scenarios. 
The research community is encouraged to focus on critical network architecture issues related to efficient 
support of wireless devices in the future Internet.  Panelists identified several major architectural 
directions in wireless/mobile/sensor networking including: naming and addressing flexibility, dynamic 
mobility support, integrated location services, ad-hoc self-organization and discovery, security and 
privacy in distributed wireless networks, decentralized management, cross-layer protocol support, sensor 
network integration (including data aggregation, content awareness and in-network programming),  
adaptive wireless networks based on cognitive radios, and economic incentives for spectrum sharing and 
peer networking. 

Recommendation 3:  Invest in development of flexible wireless technologies and platforms necessary to 
implement programmable and evolvable experimental networks. 
Wireless technology has progressed significantly during the last decade, both in terms of quantitative 
Moore’s law improvements (from ~10 Kbps to 100 Mbps and higher) and qualitative capabilities 
(compact sensors, ad-hoc radios, etc.).   Flexible and programmable components are essential for building 
future networks with yet-to-be-determined protocols and changing wireless technology.  Panelists agreed 
that it is important for the NSF to invest in the development of flexible wireless platforms for 
experimental use, a need that is less likely to be addressed by industry.  Specific technologies and 
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platforms that were identified include software/cognitive radios; open API 802.11, 802.14, 3G and 
WiMax PHY; 802.11 with virtualizable MAC layer; general purpose ad hoc radios, forwarding nodes and 
radio routers; wireless network measurements and data repositories; and wireless network simulators and 
emulators. 

Recommendation 4:  Fund development of large-scale experimental wireless networks for effective 
validation and competitive selection of new architecture and protocol concepts. 
Since wireless systems involve real-world effects that are difficult to model (such as signal impairments 
and mobility), complete validation and competitive selection of future network protocols will require 
large-experimental networks accessible to the research community.   The panel recommends construction 
of the following experimental wireless networks to cover a reasonable cross-section of anticipated usage 
scenarios and technologies: (1) urban mesh network with 802.11 radios (this includes the emerging class 
of ad hoc vehicular applications); (2) suburban wide-area cellular network with open API 3G/WiMax 
radios; (3) cognitive radio technology demonstrator in urban/suburban setting; (4) several application 
specific sensor networks; and (5) wireless Internet infrastructure network.  These experimental wireless 
systems should be connected to a wide-area networking research network capable of supporting flexible 
experimentation on new architectures, protocols and application concepts. 

Recommendation 5:  Encourage collaborative research resulting in end-to-end deployment and evaluation 
of future wireless/mobile and sensor applications over the global Internet.   
WMPG panelists felt that progress towards the future Internet would require improved collaboration 
between research groups with expertise in wireless access networks, end-to-end Internet protocols, 
overlay protocols, distributed systems and domain-specific applications.  NSF should encourage systems 
projects with end-to-end networking solutions that support novel mobile/wireless applications with real 
end-users.  Partnerships with industry and software development communities are considered necessary 
for effective deployment of new networking concepts and applications. 
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